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After world financial crisis in 2008, global economic growth slowed down, demand in 
container transportation market shrunk dramatically, while the market capacity grow 
rapidly , which leads to serious oversupply of capacity. The fierce competition causes 
customers are more sensitive in price, freight rate fluctuate more frequently. And C 
Container lines has a 40 years history in containers line business, has made the top ten in 
the global market. But its service mode is more and more similar with the other companies 
in the same market, but business performance shows a considerable gap between the top 3 
companies in the market. In the market downturn, oversupply, and extremely competitive 
status, in order to achieve company loss-mitigation  then making profit, C Container line 
must enhance a reform in the key point that is pricing and freight management system, 
which  will adapt this price-sensitive and frequently- fluctuating market. 
 
Paper analyze the C company present situation and problems in freight management, using 
qualitative and quantitative analysis, AHP Evaluation Process, the weight factor method 
etc,, with practical work experience, puts forward a set of freight management system 
reform. For mobilizing the enthusiasm and creativity of the marketing persons, Paper also 
discusses the reform of the management system structure and performance evaluation 
system in marketing and sales department corresponding to the new Pricing management 
system. 
 
Through research, in order to exert the leverage of freight rate , improve the market 
reaction speed, enhance the market share and profit, C container company need to change 
the original centralized management , that is headquarters who makes the price, should 
analyze the customer value, classifying customer and give different levels different pricing 
authorities,  and enhance a reform in pricing and freight management system.  
This paper is divided to five chapters. the first chapter, introduces the research background 
and significance of this paper, gives an idea of the research content and methods; The 
second chapter, mainly introduces the characteristics of international container 
transportation market and pricing methods; The third chapter, mainly analyzes the present 















management system; The fourth chapter, describes the reform plan of C container lines 
company pricing and freight management system as well as the implementation methods; 
The fifth chapter, introduce the relative reform of marketing team structure and evaluation 
system; the six chapter is a summary and outlook of the pricing strategy reform. 
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